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LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1932 
Petruchio's Kate    Baseball Squad 
In Little Theater    Training Begins 
Early In March   Within The Week 
Prof. Rob and Ufa group of tempo- 
rary Shakespearean Players are at 
•present maning rapiu program in 
pnparation for the annual Shakes- 
pearean Play, ••Taming of the 
Shrew" to he pr<.;ented in the Little 
Theater on March 11 and 12. 
The play in an interesting comedy- 
melodrama dealing with the attempts 
cif Petruchio to tame his bride Ka- 
tlierine. whom he has taken so that 
friends of his might pay suit to her 
younger  sister  Bianca. 
Marjorie Briggs, who is to play the 
part of the Shrew, Katherina. is un- 
dertaking the mo6t difficult role of 
her years with the club, and also the 
must interesting. Clyde Holbrook as 
Petruchio will play opposite her 
and these two promise lively enter- 
tainment as the taming process pro- 
ceeds. 
Although to say these two have 
every chance of outdoing anything 
they have done before sounds like 
a conventional advertisement, this is 
probably the true fact of the case, 
taking into consideration the nature 
of these two parts and th-> way in 
which they are being interpreted. 
A true comedian has been found 
in Rutsell Milnes, who plays the part 
of Crnmio, Petruchio's old servant, 
(ieorge Austin plays the part of a 
delightful old roue with a falsetto 
voice, while Henry LaVallee again 
appears in a father role. 
Prof. Rob believes that the cast as 
a whole is well chcren, and by giv- 
ing it finish which only Prof. Rob can 
give, he | hopes to set a standard 
equal if not higher than anything 
that has been accomplished in the 
past. 
Garnet Winter 
Sports Team to Meet 
Williams Saturday 
First   Winter   Sports 
Meet with Out-of- 
State School 
The Bates winter sports team will 
run a meet with the Williams Col- 
lege winter sports team Saturday 
morning and afternoon. The cross- 
country ski and snowshoe events 
will take place at 9.00 o'clock Sat- 
urday morning to be followed by 
.ski-downhill, slalom and jumping in 
the afternoon. The meet will de- 
pend entirely upon the weather, and 
it is likely that snow will need to 
be carried to the jumping hill for 
the  afternoon  performances. 
The strength of the Williams 
sports team is practically unknown. 
Williams will be represented by 
four men and a manager, including 
entries in all winter sports events. 
The Bates team, besides its veterans 
will be represented by junior varsity 
men who ran against Hebron here 
sometime ago. 
Paul Carpenter, who starred for 
Bates in the State meet with Maine 
two weeks ago, will again be de- 
pended upon to take points for the 
Garnet. He ran in the University 
Club games Saturday night in Bos- 
ton, and is not at bis best, but is 
expected  to -win  points nevertheless. 
Norman Whitten. Sammy Fuller, 
Jackson, Bob Johnson. and Rus 
Jellison will probably enter the 
snowshoe events. Whitten will be 
faced by an unknown runner in the 
two-mile race, but should find it 
not too hard to win, if he himself 
enters. 
Other Bates entries in the ski 
events will be Valery Burati. co- 
captain with Whitten. who will en- 
ter all ski-ing events: Jack Curtis 
iu the slalom and ski-jump; Ken- 
neth Campbell in the cross-country 
ski; Hager, Paige, Oliver, Hanley. 
Bauer, Hill, and others. Curtis 
stands a good chance of placing 
high in the jumping, although the 
prowess of the Williams jumper <s 
unknown. 
The meet will be the second for 
the winter sports team this year, 
and will be an innovation in that 
Williams will be the first out of 
state team to run over the Bates 
course. 
The Garnet baseball squad will 
start training within the week, ac- 
cording to information given out 
yesterday by Coach Dave Morey. 
Under the direction of Ted Brown! 
to whom Coach Morey has delegated 
preliminary work until he takes over 
active duty, pitchers and catchers 
will get the first call to cage next 
Monday. February 29, as will also 
the inflelders. The outfield candidates 
will report to the indoor field Wed- 
nesday, March  2. 
Gridsters To  Be Called   Karl} 
Coach Morey has also informed 
The Student that coincident with the 
baseball season in April and May he 
plans to do some work with football 
•men. He states that spring practice 
has become imperative this year be- 
cause of the recent changes in the 
football rules. "The changes in the 
•rules make necessary, perhaps I 
should say advisable a complete 
chang? in our offense", Coach Morey 
stated. 
Training periods for baseball men 
have been arranged by the coach in 
the  following schedule: 
1. Pitchers and catchers are to re- 
port Monday. February 29. They 
will work out daily in the cage un- 
til the Easter vacation. 
2. Infield candidates will report 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
starting  February  29. 
3. Outfield candidates will report 
on Tuesdays. Thursdays, and Satur- 
days starting March  2. 
Brown has been given directions 
to put the men through limbering up 
and general conditioning exercises. 
This preliminary work should make 
easier the selection of personnel and 
team play which will be started fol- 
lowing the Easter vacation when 
Coach Morey will assume personal 
direction. From that date on an in- 
tensive campaign will be the order 
of the day until the end of the sea- 
son. 
Many Vets Lost To Team 
The Garnet squad has been hit 
this year both by graduation and 
ineligibilities. The loss of Chick 
Toomey and Kendrlcks. who were 
expected to play regular shortstop 
and second-base will weaken the an- 
ticipated line-up considerably. Ac- 
cording the information Herb Berry 
is the only veteran likely to retain a 
regular berth In the infield. There 
are sereral promising candidates for 
the outfield. Brown must improve 
behind the plate to give necessary 
strength for the team. Coach Morey 
will be faced with his hardest prob- 
lem  in finding men to  fill the box. 
In general the prospects for an 
outstanding Bates performance on 
the diamond this year are not very 
bright. The coach and team candi- 
dates, however, take this as a chal- 




Mr. Vincent Canham. the agricul- 
tural editor of the Lewiston Sun- 
Journal gave a most interesting se- 
ries of anecdotes about Oriel College 
at Oxford at last Wednesday's meet- 
ing of the Student staff. It is to be re- 
membered that Mr. Canham is the 
father of Irwin Canham. a recent 
graduate of Bates and a past editor 
of the Student. At the present time 
Irwin is the Geneva correspondent 
for the Christian Science Monitor. 
Canham after winning a Rhodes 
Scholarship attended Oriel College 
at Ox-ford in England. It was while 
he was here that the elder Canham 
visited him and was much amused 
by the old customs that are still in 
existence. One of these is Eights 
Weeks with a burlesque shell race. 
Cricket, the national English game 
was not very much appreciated by 
,Mr. Canham. His time growing short, 
the speaker exhibited a copy of the 
Christian Science Monitor, pointing 
out the column which his son had 
written. It is encouraging to know 
that a former Student reporter and 
editor has achieved such great suc- 
cess in the journalistic world. 
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION 
PLANS "MIRROr SUPERVISION 
Officials   Meet  With   Dustin   and   Manson   to 
Formulate Plans to Be Submitted to 
Junior  Class Thursday 
A definite plan has been developed 
for the incorporation of the annual 
"Mirror" publication under the su- 
pervision of the Publishing Associa- 
tion. A joint committee composed 
of the President of the Publishing 
Association. William Dunham, and 
associate members Shirley Cave, and 
Clifton Jacobs, together with Elden 
Dustin. and Robert .Manson, editor 
and business manager, respectively, 
of the 1932 "Mirror", has drawn up 
a plan for the centralization of this 
important  publication. 
The proposed plan will be studied 
and criticised Wednesday afternoon 
by members Ruth Benhaim. and Ro- 
ger Crafts before it will ibe submit- 
ted to the meeting of the junior 
<-'as«, Thursday noon, for approval or 
disapproval. 
The present publishers of the 
"Mirror" pointed out the need for 
some standard method of procedure, 
by which each class may be guided 
when the time to issue the "Mirror" 
comes. At present there is a woeful 
lack of transmission of experience 
from class to class and consequently 
etch class is handicapped by ignoran- 
ce of "Mirror" technique. There is 
no reason why each class may not 
profit from the failure or success 
of the preceding class in the publi- 
cation of the "Mirror". 
The proposed plan is comprehen- 
sive enough to outline a standard 
method of procedure, yet elastic 
enough to allow improvements by 
the succeeding editors. 
Bates Defeats 
Bowdoin 6-5 In 
Hockey Set-To 
By   KKXXETH  WOOD 
Bates won a closely contested 
hockey game from Bowdoin Friday 
afternoon by a score of 6 to 5, the 
final and deciding goal coming in 
the first overtime period. At the end 
of the first three periods the scors 
was 5 to 5. Herb Berry tying up the 
score with a long shot from the .blue 
line In the closing seconds of the last 
period. The winning goal came dur- 
ing the first overtime period, from 
the Stick of Ben White as he took 
a long shot that bounced from the 
fence behind the Bowdoin goal onto 
the back of their goalie, and caromed 
into the cage. 
The first period showed a forcing 
game by the Bobcat forward lines, 
most of the play going on inside thft 
blue lino in front of the Bowdoin 
goal. Secor scored in the first six 
minutes of play and Ken White, able 
recruit from the freshman ranks, 
followed up a minute later with a 
pass from Swett which made the 
score 2-0. Ray McCluskey and Secor 
contributed a goal apiece before the 
period ended with a score of 4-2 in 
favor of Bates. 
In the second period Bowdoin be- 
came agressive and kept most of 
the play on the Bates helf of St. 
Dom's. Bowdoin brought the score 
up to 4-3 in this period. 
The third period saw Bowdoin 
playing a vigorous game which put 
them into the lead, at 5-4. Then 
Herb Berry evened the score and 
overtime was necessary. The third 
period was fast and furious, both 
teams playing hard, featuring solo 
dashes by one player after another. 
Secor played a splendid game, skat- 
ing fast and working effectively. Ben. 
and his diminutive room-mate of the 
same name, starred throughout the 
game, the bigger White sending in 
the wining shot during the first over- 
time period. Quite an argument 
centered about this last goal, but is 
was finally settled in favor or Bates. 
Haskell in the Bowdoin goal did a 
splendid job. turning away shot after 
shot as the Bates forwards came in 
Continued on Page 4. Column G 
The second meeting of the 
Club Congress will take place at 
7: IK) o'clock in the Y-room in 
Chant Hall oil Wednesday. 
March U. AH previously chosen 
delegates are eligible and are 
urged to attend. In order that 
definite action at this Congress 
may be taken, it Is necessary 
that the delegates obtain from 
their constituencies full power 
for action in the meeting and (he 
understanding that their vote be 
binding on the club. 
Bates and B. U.     I Long-Worcester 
French Students j   Nuptials Take 
To Have Contest!    Place At Grays5 
Vesper Service 
Sunday at 4.30 
Another vesper service will be held 
| under the direction of the Council on 
j Religion next Sunday, Feruary 28 at 
i 4:30. The council has been very for- 
| tunate in    securing as    the speaker 
Rev. Ray Gibbons. Reverend Gibbons 
; was  formerly an assistant  to  Harry 
Emerson   Fosdick   and  is  at  present 
I the pastor in the Westbrook Congre- 
j gational Church in Portland. He has 
■ been especially successful in h'.s deal- 
ing!  with     young people.     He has a 
very pleasing  personality and an at- 
i tractive  manner    >,f  presenting     his 
subject.   His    subject  will     probably 
j be "Religious    Convictions".    There 
I will be a short worship service before 
I the speaker is introduced. 
All-Augusta Team 
Represents Bates 
An   all-Augusta   team   will   repre- 
| sent  Bates  in  an  exhibition  debate 
': with   Springfield  College  to  be  held 
i In  Augusta the evening of February 
1 2 7th.   The   Bates   learn   which   is   to 
uphold   the  affirmative   of  the   pro- 
position   "Resolved,     That   Congress 
should   enact   legislation     providing 
for centralized control  of industry," 
will     be  composed     of  Lionel     Le- 
mieux '.IS, Powers MacLain '35, and 
Walter Norton  '35. 
This will be the first appearance 
in   intercollegiate  debating  for  Nor- 
ton  and MacLain.  Both  were promi- 
! nent last year in the activities of the 
Bates   Interscholastic   Debating   Lea- 
I gue. 
Two  Colleges  to  Seek 
French Oratorical 
Awards, May 6 
The annual French Elocution con- 
test, inaugurated last year with much 
success, will ai-sume wider propor- 
tions this year when Boston Univer- 
sity sends four of her best French 
students to participate. Four prizes 
will be offered to the best speakers 
in this contest, which will be held 
in Hathorn Hall, May C. Details will 
be  announced  later. 
There was much Interest centered 
about last year's contest. Hathorn 
Hall was filled by students and local 
people who wera very favorably im- 
pressed by the work of the Bates 
students. N'orma McDonald. Jean- 
nette Gottesfeld. Augusta Cohen, El- 
den Dustin and Frank Murray. Mur- 
ray won first prize. 
Football  Star Weds 
Former Classmate 
Bates SpeaKers 
Win Two Debates 
Defeat Mt. Holyoke 
And Amherst In 
Triangle 
'Bates teams won their debates in 
the second triangle of the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Debating League last 
weekend by unanimous decisions 
from  Amherst at Amherst     and  Mt. 
Ralph   "Red"   Long,   captain   and 
mainstay     of     both     Coach     Dave 
Morey's state championship  elevens.   m 
was married to Miss Idabelle Conley   Holyoke at Bates. Randolph Weather- 
Worcester, ex'32, at ten o'clock 
last Monday morning at President 
Gray's house. The wedding culmi- 
nated a three year romance started 
while both were students at Bates. 
President Gray performed the cere- 
mony. The bride was attended bv 
Eda Catherine Oeano, "33. the maid 
of honor. The best man was Donald 
McEwen Smith. 
The wedding was private with 
only a few intimate friends present. 
They included Mr. and Mrs. B. C. 
Worcester of Southwest Harbor, 
parents of the bride. Mr. and Mrs. 
George Young of Yarmouth. an 
uncle and aunt of the groom. Mi3» 
Bertha Smith, a sister of the best 
man.  and  Mr.  Elmer  Mitchell,  '32. 
Mr. and Mrs. Long will be at 
home at 14 2 College Street after 
February 25. They will remain in 
Lewiston  until   Mr.   Long  graduates. 
Women Debaters' 
Only Long Trip 
To Begin Friday 
Lerrigo and  Sonstroem 
/~i   „ m m     t»/r       Jton   Academy,   he  was  a  student  at 
CompOSe Team  TO Meet! Dartmouth   College.     He   left     that 
Keuka and Elmira 
bee '32 and Frank Murray '34 op- 
posed the proposition:"Resolved.That 
the emergence of women from the 
home into Industries and professions 
is a regrettable feature of modern 
life," at Amherst. 
Negative Defeats Mt. Holyoke 
At home Lawrence Parker '3 2 and 
Norman MacDonald '3 2 defended 
the same question against Miss 
France; Smith and Miss Lucile Sut- 
| ton of Mt. Holyoke. Because she 
was "a woman and a modern one" 
Miss Smith, in upholding the affirma- 
tive case, was convinced that women 
found their happiness and best op- 
portunity for self expression and in- 
dividuality. 
In return Lawrence Parker brought 
forth the argument that women are 
no  longer required to remain in the 
when  he will  take  up  the  study  of j home tout  that  those  who  not  fitted 
medicine   at   the   Boston   University 
Medical  School. 
Long  Outstanding   In   Football 
Long's   career   at   Bates     started 
when he enrolled  here in the spring 
of    1928.   After     graduating     from 
Waltham   (Mass)   High,  and   Bridg- 
Dr. Whitehorne Is Choice 
For Year Book Dedication 
Popular Bates Professor of Physics Gets Large 
Senior Vote—Is Expert in Photography— 
Is Railroad Consultant 
By   WILLIAM   DUNHAM 
In a recent chapel election the 
Senior claw voted by a large majori- 
ty to dedicate its "Mirror" to one of 
our oldest and most respected pro- 
f . sors—Dr. Whitehorne. affection- 
ately known as "Willie" Whitehorne, 
head of the Physics Department. \ 
"Pick your professors rather than 
your subjects", was the first rule to 
undergraduates when "Personality 
Professorship" was in flower but our 
efficient modern system of stereo- 
typed education with its majors and 
minors and required couivrs deprive 
many A. 1!. students of the chance 
to know Dr. Whitehorne. This is in- 
deed unfortunate because his B. S. 
disciples boast that no man on the 
faculty is more widely read than he. 
Perhaps his cosmopolitan back- 
ground gives him an advantage, for 
he was horn in Jamaica, and absorb- 
ed h's secondary education in both 
St. Johns. New Brunswick, and 
Somerville. Masaachne tts. 
Is Tufts piil Beta Kappa 
A Delta Tua Delta man at Tufts 
college Dr. Whitehorne added a Phi 
Beta Kappa key to his watch chain at 
graduation time. At Tufts too he ob- 
tained his three degrees—Bachelor's. 
Master's, and Doctor's respectively. 
For his Doctor's thesis he discovered 
and wrote up the third Isoganmanic 
acid. 
After teaching at Tufts and in 
Providence, Dr. Whitehorne followed 
the famous Smith of Pennsylvania 
at Muhlenberg college in Allentown. 
Pennsylvania. In 1907 Dr. White- 
horne came to Bates and candidates 
for the B. S. degree have studied 
under him ever since. 
Is  Consultant   for  Railroad 
During the war Dr. Whitehorne 
consented to act as a consultant en- 
gineer for the Maine Central Rail- 
road. In fact at one time he was un- 
decided whether to take up civil 
engineering or college teaching for 
a vocation but fortunately for Bates 
traditions he chose the latter. One 
of the enlightening anecdotes re- 
lated about this railroad consultant 
work was the time when the Maine 
Central sent up some incomplete sur- 
veys for him to untangle and com- 
plete. Like most consultant jobs 
this one was a difficult, technical 
task, but in a short time he sent down 
the completed survey, correct in 
every detail. When asked for his bill 
Dr Whitehorne hesitated, then sub- 
mitted $150 The check promptly 
came made out—for $300. No more 
honest compliment to his ability 
could be paid than this by one of 
our so-called soulless corporations. 
Dr Whitehorne is a brilliant man. 
But so modest and retiring is he that 
his profound depth of though im- 
presses one only upon deeper ac- 
quaintance. His amazingly retentive 
memory impresses his department 
when he reads a complex and highly 
technical scientific treatise over once 
and then repeats it almost verbatim. 
Neither does time dull the vividness 
of    his memory    for    his associates 
declare that he can give the salient 
points of those articles five or seven 
years afterward. 
His hobbies? Well although color 
photography and music engross his 
interest most it will be surprising to 
many members of the campus com- 
munity to learn that he plays a 
finished game of tennis and even 
shoots a good round of golf!. Not 
only that but in his younger days he 
was a skilful skater. Of summers 
when he isn't "skootlng" the scenic 
b links of Northumberland Straits 
in Nova Scotia he loves to walk. A 
quaint Old English custom that still 
persists among our older and more 
conservative fathers. No doubt So- 
ciologists would dub this eccentricity 
a cultural lag but the gentlemen of 
the old school prefer to call it a 
cultural leg. Yes indeed, Dr. White- 
home would not only rather walk 
than ride but he even prefers to ride 
behind a horse than to motor. 
Likes Music 
Like many scientists Dr. White- 
horne loves also to seek artistic 
expression in music. He plays a 
good flute for his own private en- 
joyment and for the public weal he 
directs the choir in St. Michaels in 
Auburn. (As a lay reader in the 
Maine diocese he often reads for the 
rector when he is away). In 1913 Dr. 
Whitehorne was on the committee 
that purchased the grand pipe organ 
in the chapel—and he repairs the 
minor maladjustments that appear. 
Perhaps Dr. Whitehorne's most 
distinctive hobby is his color photo- 
graphy. Two of his eight patents 
now taken out or pending are in 
this field—and he carries on his 
experiments in a most unique and 
original way. Kodak companies send 
up representatives to interview him 
every so often and two of his best 
pictures will grace the pictorial sec- 
tion of the "Mirror" this spring. 
Not only is Dr. Whitehorne a fra- 
ternity man but he belongs also to 
the American Physical Society and 
the American Association for The 
Advancement of Science. In fact the 
latter part of this week he plans to 
attend a convocation of the Physical 
Society at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
Bates Students past and present 
respectfully speak of Dr. Whitehorne 
as one professor who treats his 
students like men. He scorns the 
childish methods of supervision to 
which some Professors resort and 
always he places a manly confidence 
in his students "A student only hurts 
himself when he tries to evade con- 
sciencious work!" This is Dr. White- 
hornes' teaching philosophy. And stu- 
dents are innocent to him when less 
understanding and less evenly 
poised men declare them guilty. Per- 
haps "Willie" Whitehorne's philo- 
sophy of life makes more of an im- 
press on Bates graduates than any 
other Bates tradition—and that is 
why when his came :s mentioned in 
undergraduate and Alumni groups 
only appreciative comment is heard. 
institution to become the most 
widely recognized football star In 
Bates' history. As a sophomore he 
won a regular berth at guard in 
Morey's first year. His slashing 
method of play, his never-say-die 
spirit made him the most marked „ 
player in the state. He earned the 
captaincy   for  himself     in   each     of 
for a home life and those who desire 
a profession may emerge into other 
fields. The majority of these women, 
particularly teachers and nurses, 
could  not well be spared. 
Miss Stitton then advanced the 
argument that family life, a function 
necessary and desirable for the 
happiness and prosperity of society, 
was harmed as a direct result of 
women's emergence. She 'pointed to 
the increased divorce rate and the 
decreased birth rate as deplorable 
features of modern life which may 
be  attributed   to   the   emergent   wo- 
The only long debating trip for 
Bates women this year will com- 
mence   Friday.   February   26     when 
Edith   Lerrigo   '32   of   East   Orange. want   u»«e  "i5^"HTZLi«T«El      The last speaker for Bates.     Nor- 
New  Jersey  and   Eva  Sonstroem  '33 Player  In  the state      e earned the             MacDonald. pictured the poorer 
of  Bristol. Connecticut  will start en t i    ' i a l      ...                                             »            exist  if 
route to New York state where they heS,ae Se   es games   and Jed the. ^ ^ ^ ^^ f ^ ^ h(>me_ 
will engage In no-decision debates 
with women's teams at Keuka Col- 
lege and Elmira College. 
The Keuka     College    debate     will 
team   through   a   bitter   schedule   to! 
Its  first  championship since  1906. The  majority of  the  women     in  in- 
The  next year,    'in  1930.  he" was ! dus^ry are unmarried and  they have 
again   the  kingpin     of  the     Garnet  >!ttle eho\eo. excePl emergence wh.le 
Subsequent   to   this      debate.      Mio: °.DP°nent»   a',*e-   »»    „ Y | lineman   rallied   his   men   twice     in 
'' the first half in the shadow of their team will journey to Elmira. N. and has the distinction of meeting] 
representatives of Elmira College, I 
tli<> oldest women's college in the| 
United States, 
The question in both debates will 
be Resolved: That the United States 
should recognize the Union of So- 
cialist  Soviet   Republics. 
Both Bates women have had a 
long and successful history in Inter- 
collegiate   forensic  competition. 
Last Vocational 
Supper Monday 
Monday evening at 6.00 o'clock the 
second and last vocational supper 
for the senior men will be held In 
the Y. room in Chase Hall. The 
featured speaker will be Mr. Stan- 
ley C. Lary. On the following days 
Mr. Lary will carry out his personal 
interviews  previously  arranged. 
Ticekts for the banquet are 50 
cents and may be secured from the 
•ommittee assisting Mr. Rowe. 
Robert Carter, Norman Douglas, 
and Richard Eliott. These banquets 




For This Week 
Abolition of Examinations, 
and War Results to 
be Discussed 
The annual Sophomore Prize De- 
bates will be held February 24th 
and 25th in the Little Theater. The 
first discussion on Wednesday eve- 
ning treating as it does the conti- 
nuance of the final examination 
system at Bates should be of inter- 
est to all who have suffered from 
the present system. Marjorie Ben- 
nett and Sumner Raymond will ad- 
vocate the abolition of examinations 
while Albert Oliver and Robert 
Fitterman will favor their conti- 
nuance. 
On Thursday night another group 
of Sophomores will debate the 
broader question of whether the re- 
sults of the World War have tended 
to bring peace. Wendall May, Ber- 
nard Loomer and Gault Brown say 
yes but Clyde Holbrook. Julius 
Lombard!, and Willard Rand dis- 
agree. 
As in the past a prize of fifteen 
dollars will be divided among the 
members of the winning teams in 
each division. Ten dollars will be 
awarded to the best speaker in 
each group. 
These debates are under the man- 
agement of Bernard Drew and 
Frank O'Neil. James Balano, the 
president of the sophomore class 
will  preside at  both debates. 
goal posts to hold off a powerful 
Colby team. In the third quarter it 
was he and Carnie who opened the 
hole, split the defense twice, and 
made it possible for Sid Farrell to 
get loose for the two touchdowns 
of the game. 
long A. P. All-Amerioaii Choice 
He gained recognition for his 
great play when he was selected as 
an AU-Amerlcan choice by the As- 
sociated Press, the most compre- 
hensive "All-team" in existence. He 
was picked over such a man as 
Linehan of Yale who was later se- 
locted to play in the East-West 
charity game at San  Francisco. 
During the spring of 1931 he was 
declared ineligible to represent the 
school on the football field for thj 
season just passed. His loss is ad- 
mitted to have been a severe loss to 
the Garnet eleven which was nosed 
out by Maine for state honors. At 
any rate, his popularity was de- 
monstrated during the season when 
nearly every student signed a peti- 
tion to the faculty to permit him to 
play. 
His activities were not confined 
entirely   to     competitive     athletics. 
ject. 
Prof.. H. H. Britain presided over 
the debate. The judges were Benja- 
min Berman. Seth May. and Dennis 
Davis. Theodore Seamon '34 managed 
the debate. 
Y. W. SPONSORS 
BENEFIT BRIDGE 
A benefit bridge was held last 
Thursday evening in the Rand Hall 
gymnasium under the auspices of 
the World Fellowship Committee of 
the Y. W. C. A. This bridge was 
held for the benefit of Hazel Ling, 
a Chinese girl. whom the Bates 
girls are helping through medical 
school. About fifteen tables were in 
play during the evening. The affair 
was coeducational. High score was 
won by Florence James '33, and 
the consolation went to Evelyn 
Rolfe  '33. 
Piano selections were given by 
Elizabeth Wilson '34. A trio com- 
posed of Doris Mooney '3 2. Lucienne 
Blanchard '3 4. and Amy Irish, '33 
rendered  vocal selections.  The danc- 
ing  of  Arlene  Skilllns  '34   was  also 
however,   for   he  was  a   member  of   well   received. 
the Choir and the Glee Club, for 
three years, a director of the Out- 
ing Club, and a member of the 
Student Council. 
The bride, whose home is at 
Southwest Harbor, was a member 
of her husband's class, but left at 
the end of last year, and has been 
attending Maine School of Com- 
merce. 
Refreshments were served by the 
ushers; Helen Dean '35. 'Ruth 
Frye '35. and Thelma Poulin '35. 
who were dressed in Oriental cos- 
tume. The committee in charge of 
the bridge Included Elizabeth Tay- 
lor 32. chairman: Helen Ashe '3';, 
Margaret Johnson '33, Geraldin-i 
Maloon '32. Nan Wells '34, Patricia 
Abbott  '34,  and  Ethel  Oliver '35. 
The Garnet of  1890 
By CLTVE KXOWLKS 
In our library there is a rather harmless lookin<» publica- 
tion which is entitled the "Garnet of 1890". This magazine 
was published by four young men of the class of ISfM) in direct 
opposition to the administration which had ruled that such a 
publication was to be barred from the campus. The avowed 
purpose of this book was to hold the mirror up to college 
activities and to college people, students and faculty 
It was a daring thing for these young men to do." although 
to a modern youth there seems to be nothing in it which could 
be objectionable. The frontispiece shows the four young 
authors in a conventional pose of the nineties, each with a 
handlebar moustache and dressed in what was then the height 
of fashion On the last page of written material is a cartoon 
deputing four young men running to the railroad station with 
their clothing awry due to the fact that thev had dressed 
hurriedly, and each carrying a bag bulging 'with clothing 
hastily jammed into it Beneath this rather amusing cartoon 
is the caption    Farewell". The young men were not far wrong 
AAU ♦ Z WOrc rcinstat,>d in college only after prolong- 
ed debate on the part of the faculty. 
It is especially interesting to note some of the planks in 
the platform of The Garnet, which were listed under the title, 
\\ hat the Garnet wants to see."    These demands show that 
alter all times have not changed everything.    Similar demands 
are in the minds of Bates students todav. 
9   r rfJ.uvenation of th^ ranking sysytem at Bates. 
2. Cushions on the chapel seats or attendance at prayers 
made optional. 
3. An abbreviation of the matutinal petitions. 
4. A new dormitory on the campus. 
!.' 
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naturally anticipated, and the retention of individuality has un- 
questionably much of merit. By a definite,, specific program, a group 
is given coherence and purpose. But a purpose ks not enough; work 
must be done to achieve that purpose. If, in the past, the clubs have, 
and in the future will, move forward to their purpose, then con- 
solidation would be detrimental to the campus as a whole. 
For a vigorous pursual of purpose, however, a vital enthusiastic 
personnel is necessary. The Student questioned whether such a per- 
sonnel was possible on a small campus so loaded with societies. If such 
a personnel is possible then the clubs should retain their individual- 
ities. 
Alternative plans, both at the session of clubs, and in this issue, 
Lave been presented, by which the clubs would meet on two nights of 
the week, and would furthermore agree to restrict the activities of 
their members. Such a plan would limit the clubs to which a single 
student might belong. 
With the turn of the semester, Freshmen should be choosing the 
extra-curricular activities into which they will put their efforts for 
the next three and a half years. To assume leadership in any college 
activity early training is necessary ; long apprenticeship strength- 
ened by desirable personal qualities shall be the prime basis in elec- 
tion to" administrative office. One trouble with the present Junior 
class, which will be expected to carry on the work left by the Senior 
class, is the lack of leaders, largely due to a lack of work and show 
of interest on the part of the class members. The only way in which 
leaders may arise is through training in Freshmen, Sophomore, and 
Junior years. 
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reproach should it turn out that we 
lose anoher chance for "reflected 
glory'. 
Respectfully. 
HOWARD E. THOMAS, '31. 
(Editor's  Note:   Mr.  Thomas  was 
editor of The  Student    during    the 
year 1930-1931.) 




Religious:  Y. W. C. A. 
Y. M. C. A. 
Cosmo* 
Humanities:  Women's Politics 
Men's Politics 
To prevent frequent conflicts 
date, and to prevent any one stu- 
dent from belonging to too many of 
these clubs, a permanent Congress 
of Clubs should be established which 
shall audit the treasury books, serve 
that will arise, and to assign definite 
that will arise, and to assign defiinlte 
meeting times for the federated 
groups, as follows: 
First and third iMondaya: Science. 
Classical 
Second    and    fourth      Mondays: 
Humanities,  Language 
Wednesdays:   All  religious  organ- 
izations. 
This plan does not mean that all 
the clubs composing any one feder- 
ation should meet together, except 
as they wished, tout that each club 
should meet separately, preserving 
their own interests and contacts— 
but with the definite knowledge that 
they are only a part of a larger 
organization of other interested stu- 
dents, capable of greater service to 
themselves and to the campus. 
Respectfully. 
ROBERT LaBOYTEAUX, '32. 
Contributors to this colum are re- 
minded that all contributions must 
be accompanied by the name of the 
writer. Contributors should also 
designate whether or not they desire 
their name to be printed. The editor 
will use his discretion concerning the 
printing of letters, but it Is reiterated 
that all communications which bear 
specific charges or accusations, as 
appearing in this column, most be 
signed by the name of the author. 
Letters on general topics, in which 
the name of the writer is not import- 
ant, or letters bearing Just criticism 
which might revert to the unfair dis- 
advantage of the writer, need not be 
signed in print. But the names of 
writers of any communication what- 
ever must be submitted to the editor 
as a pledge of good faith. 
A\  ALUMNUS  WRITES 
208 Warren Road. 
Framingham, Mass. 
Feb. 16th. 
To the Editor of The Student: 
Sir: 
I want to express my admiration 
of the editorial "A Counterfeit Badge 
of Honor" in the "Student" of Feb- 
ruary 10th. Of course I don't know 
all the inner industrial facts, but you 
are heading in the right direction. 
Athletics are all right in their place, 
but It is mind rather than brawn, 
what men think rather than how 
fast they can run, that is the final 
criterion of a college. 
Today progressive thinking is im- 
perative. Constructive forward 
thinking is the thing that may save 
us from a social disaster. An effort 
to maintain the "status quo" of 
"American traditions" in this new 
era which we are already entering 
may force violent efforts at pro- 
gressive remedies. 
The great social and international 
problems now emerging will tax our 
best efforts. Attempts to put the wine 
of the new situations and their 
measures into the old wineskins of 
yesterday's' forms will be useless. 
Go ahead with your good work. Safe- 
ty lies in thinking. 
Respectfully, 
EUGENE B. SMITH, 
Bates, 1904. 
The    Student    College    Relationship 
Recent action by the Harvard student council and opinion by 
Harvard's daily paper augmented by editorial expressions from Bos- 
ton papers has" made definitive the formerly vague relationship bet. 
ween a student and his college. There is unanimity in the conclusion 
that once a young man has entered a college his conduct should be 
such as to throw no discredit or ill-fame upon his college. 
Harvard's student council prepared its ultimatum following 
riots in Boston's subways perpetrated by Harvard students on their 
way to Cambridge from hockey games. "These disturbances caused 
by "a very small minority endanger the good name of the university 
and the reputation of the undergraduates," the statement reads. 
"In all matters pertaining to the behavior of students in public 
there is one point, which, aside from all general warnings, merits 
frequent repetition," from the Crimson daily. "When a student enters 
Harvard he takes upon himself the responsibility of conducting him- 
self like a Harvard man at all times. Because of the peculiar reputa- 
tion of Harvard's name any act committed by one of the students 
bears a tremendous news value in the metropolitan press. Any story 
pertaining to the University is immediately over-rated merely be- 
cause it concerns Harvard..." 
Says the Boston Herald : "As soon as their names are enrolled 
they are immediately identified by the public and in the newspapers 
with their college. Unless they gain outstanding prominence in their 
own right in later life, that label usually becomes permanent. What- 
ever honors they win, whatever dishonors they incur, automatically 
reflect on the institution of which they are or were members." 
A student matriculating at Bates has, willy-nilly, accepted the 
standards that Bates as a group imposes upon him. He is no longer 
entirely a free individual for his actions will throw credit or dis- 
credit upon his college. If his actions damage the good-name of Bates 
then the college administration, which should protect its standards, 
has a right to step in and enforce its rules or punish the offender. 
Socialism    And    War 
It is doubtful if economic adjustment among the nations, and 
the consequent outlawry of war, can ever come about until Socialism 
is established or until government by the people takes a comparative- 
ly strong hand in the industrial affairs which it is supposed to 
regulate. It is the province of government to coordinate and arbitrate 
where necessary the economic purposes and material interests that 
comprise a nation. 
Heretofore, however, industrial interests have controlled govern- 
ment; industrial interests disguised as political organization, the 
political will of the whole people, have pushed governments into war; 
have pushed the unknowing masses into war to fight for markets, 
natural resources, trade routes, islands and other strategic military 
bases. Wars have been the premeditated enforcement upon the un- 
willing many of the will of the few for the advantage of the few. 
Socialism, with its international aspect; with its unproven but 
practical tenet that whatever leads to war is evil; that whatever 
seeming advantages are wrested by war are false; with its scientifi- 
cally provable hypothesis that comparative free trade, movement, 
and communication among nations over a long period of years works 
to the advantage of all, is a government of peace and cooperation. 
It is not over-idealistic, for it is based on the earthy, common-sense 
foundation that the ways of peace conclude optimum material con- 
ditions for all nations and individuals concerned. 
Socialism is a government that controls and is not controlled by 
its constituent economic interests. If it controls its subordinate 
groups it can prevent declaration of war by any of these groups for 
narrow, selfish profit. 
Governments and philosophies grow as assuredly as a plant from 
a seed. It is unnecessary to predict the growth of Socialism in govern- 
ments, for the aci a initiated testimony of history is witness to its 
ultimate arrival, wluther Capitalism wills it or not. 
Library    Reading    Hours 
The matter of library reading hours on Sunday has been brought 
up time and time again in these columns over a period of years. There 
is little doubt that at Bates there are lacking adequate "facilities by 
which students may most enjoy their leisure time. The library is 
open so few hours during the days of the week that students have 
scarcely more time than to study class assignments. Periodicals on 
the shelves are not read as they should be because there is not time 
in which to read them. A few hours available on a Sunday afternoon 
or evening for those who wish to catch up on their reading would be 
appreciated by many students. We would suggest that the student 
governing bodies inquire into the feasibility, there can be no ques- 
tion of desirability, of such a procedure. A student attendant, if any 
is required, could be depended upon to handle library routine during 
the few hours the library would be open. 
Club    Consolidation 
Whether any degree of club consolidation be effected or not, dis- 
cussion of the matter has made salient to many of those involved 
that something should be done to lessen the intensity of the club and 
social calendar. Elsewhere in these columns we print a typical social 
calendar for two representative weeks; the number of meeting dates 
is astounding, and when augmented by a long list of other activities 
not calendared, the demands upon a typical student are tremendous. 
It is extremely doubtful if any consolidation of clubs can come 
about, but in event of failure of the plan presented by The Student, 
the clubs and their delegations should not blind themselves to the 
fact that there are compromise plans, whieh if adopted, incorporate 
some advantages of large, consolidated clubs, and small, individual j*01- Bates, let us tell bimthht'westilT 
clubs. I believe In his ability,    but let    ua 
The tenacity with which many elubs cling to their individuality aJ°„e a11 mav-e 'J8"? *° him that Ye 
-and many are supported   in this by their faculty   advlslr^was m^er^a ^even^' though of 
OS8IE CHAPMAN 
Cambridge,  Ma*. 
Feb. 18, 1932 
To  the Editor of The Student. 
Sir: 
Although I realize that I am in a 
more or less delicate position in 
writing on such a matter as this, I 
want to thank you for the editorial 
on Osie Chapman, printed in the is- 
sue of Feb. 17. I am snre it expresses 
to a great extent, the sentiments 
not only of the undergraduates but 
also of us who have but recently be- 
gun to call ourselves "alumni" (it 
is not an altogether pleasant feel- 
ing) and who also knew Osie well. 
Your editorial expresses the true 
note of appreciation, hope and con- 
tinued confidence which I am sure 
will be welcomed by him. But we 
must not forget that although we 
have, indeed, invested in Osie's 
future, he. himself, remains the .ma- 
jority stockholder and "what he 
3ays, goes". Most of us who have al- 
ready received great returns from 
the investment in the form of "re- 
flected glory" should remember that 
we actually put nothing into the 
company, and have no right to ex- 
pect anything which he does not 
voluntarily give us. 
If any .of your suggestions for 
helping Osie can be put into opera- 
tion, I shall wholeheartedly agree 
with them, if they are in accord with 
what he himself wishes. But we must 
be careful not to try to influence 
him against his will. A recollection 
of the number of times he has re- 
fused to enter an individual race in 
order that he might be better able 
to help the Bates relay team, of his 
frequent sacrificing of a first place 
medal or possible record time in 
order that a team-mate might win 
and thus assure Bates of two or three 
■places instead of one, of hie service 
to Bates outside the field of track, 
will remind one how easy It would 
be to make Osie feel that he owed 
Bates the duty to work Cor the 
Olympics. To create such an Impres- 
sion would be grossly unfair. We 
should all like the glory, but it is 
not we who must do the work. We 
should all be willing to have the ser- 
ious business of life delayed a year, 
but 1t is not our lives which would 
be affected. 
Let us, then, extend to Osie our 
thanks for what he has already done 
ALTERNATIVE   FOR  CLUB 
CONSOLIDATION 
To the Editor of the Student— 
Sir: 
The writer would like to express 
his approval of the Student's attempt 
at bettering the club situation on 
campus. However, the plan of con- 
solidation has been received with 
little favor, especially by the clubs 
which actually were supposed to 
merge; so that phase of the plan is 
recognized as a failure. Yet the ul- 
terior motive was as accomplished 
as several separate distinct plans 
were suggested. Following, is an- 
other solution which will be put 
formally before the Congress for 
possible adoption; but, this oppor- 
tunity is taken to make club mem- 
bers as well as delegates acquaint- 
ed with it, so that some discussion 
and thought may be possible before 
hard crystallizing opinion. 
First of all, a presentation of the 
present difficulties is in order. 
Membership in too many clubs is a 
caustic ailment. The result is dis- 
sipation of interest, and general 
mediocrity of programs. There be- 
ing so many clubs, each having two 
meetings a month, and all wanting 
dates for special programs or social 
functions ,the only remedy under 
the present system is extension of 
the calendar. The plan to be sug- 
gested requires no loss of identity 
by any club, nor does it advocate 
any consolidation or meeting to- 
gether of any clubs, whatsoever. It 
is simplicity itself.. 
The  clubs   are    arranged  In 
four groups, to this effect: 
A. Science: 
Lawrence    Chemical,    Ramsdell 
Scientific, Jordon Scientific. 
B. Modern     Language     and 
Literature: 
Althea,      Spofford,     Deutscher 
Verein,   La Petite Academie. 
C. Classic  Languages: 
Phil  Hellenic,  Sodalitas Latina. 
D. Philosophy: 
Politics   Clubs,     Cosmos    Club, 
MacFarlane. 
Then, it is advocated that each of 
the above clubs adopt an amend- 
ment to have their meetings on the 
following schedule: 
1. Groups A. and D. meet the 
first and  third   Monday     of the 
month. 
II. Groups B. and C. meet the 
second and  fourth Monday    of 
the month. 
Be it understood that all the 
clubs meet entirely separately and 
exclusively but merely at the same 
time as the other clubs in the same 
group or allied group as demons- 
trated above. 
This plan will do away with in- 
terlocking membership, and one 
person affiliating himself with too 
mdny clubs because, by a law of 
Physics one person cannot be in two 
or more places at one and the same 
time. 
The suggested solution will re- 
quire for meetings only four eve- 
nings of the month, leaving all 
other dates for special occasions. 
Then, too, each club is permitted to 
go on just as at present. In its own 
individual state, without radical 
change. 
The writer would urge a careful 
consideration of this plan; perhaps 
club  discussion  if  possible. 
In conclusion, it is apparent that 
the Student is deserving of much 
credit for recognizing the difficulty 
and problem, and setting some ma- 
chinery in motion for the better- 
ment of conditions. 
LEONARD  MTLLEN  '32 
CLUB CONFEDERATION 
To the Editor of The Student: 
Sir: 
In any attempt to solve the 
problems that face the Clubs on the 
Bates campus today we must re- 
■member that we must, on one hand, 
seek to obtain the unity, power, 
service, and effectiveness that comes 
only through the large organization 
of broad interests; and to preserve, 
on the other hand, the values, in- 
terest, and contacts that can only 
through the small organizations that 
we have at the present time. 
With these two ideals in mind it 
appears expedient at the present time 
to adopt, in a more formal and per- 
manent way. the .plan now used by 
the Men's and Women's Politics 
Clubs. . . . that'of a unified treasury, 
frequent joint meetings, and co- 
operation on those problems and 
projects that face both clubs. Five 







To the Editer of the Studint: 
Sir: — 
If a college is to be coeducational, 
the men and women should have 
equal privileges. Especially is this 
true in an age where the emancipa- 
tion of women is the main issue. The 
woman of to-day must vie with the 
man for a living on an equal foot- 
ing, and she should be educated ac- 
cordingly. At Bates the women 
students are secondary in every 
sense of the word. 
In the first place, the number ad- 
mitted to the freshman class is li- 
mited to one third of the entire col- 
lege. Right here a high barrier is 
placed between the students of either 
sex. This means that in order to be 
admitted, a woman must have a scho- 
lastic rank higher than that of the 
average male applicant. As a conse- 
quence, she enters college with a 
feeling that she is especially favored 
iu having been admitted at all. 
Our second point follows in logi- 
cal sequence: The male students are 
considered first in every issue. They 
dominate the Campus; sit first in 
zhapel; compose the band and the 
college orchestra; represent the col- 
lege in all the athletic activities; 
and are free to go and come as they 
:hoose. The 'men's dormitories make 
up the main college group, whereas 
the female quarters are cut off by 
the street; and a great many of them 
are out of sight of the Campus en- 
tirely. These latter buildings are 
nothing more than ordinary rooming 
houses. Chase Hall, the main social 
building, is devoted entirely to the 
men, with the exception of the col- 
lege 9tore. 
These are not the only restrictions 
levied upon the women. Coram Li- 
brary is open to them only during 
certain houre of the week. The ad- 
vantages whieh the excellent gymna- 
sium offers, are limited in the same 
manner. The rules governing their 
free hours are more than rigid, for 
we find the "co-ed." confined to her 
room soon after supper. This last 
feature is required in many colle- 
ges devoted only to women, but ne- 
vertheless it is one more burden for 
the women student at Bates. 
It Is no wonder that we see the 
fairer students of the college hurry- 
ing across the Campus as though it 
were consecrated ground: and that 
visitors to the college are forever 
addressing the student body In cha- 
pel with "you men". 
Respectfully, 
A FRESHMAN 
Typical Social Calendar 
FOR WEEK, FEB. 15-26 
(First  and  Third  Weeks of  Month) 
Monday Feb. 15 
G.45-7.45:   College Choir. 
T.00-8.00:  Women's Politics Club. 
S.00-9.15:   MacFarlane Club. 
Party at Thorncrag. 
Congress of Clubs. 
Tuesday,  Feb.  16 | 
6.45-9.00:   Band  Practice   (Fall  and 
Spring). 
6.30-7.30:  Alethea Club. 
7.00-7.30: Sodalitas Latina. 
Wednesday, Feb.  17 
1.00-1.30:  Bates Student. 
7.45-9.30: Orphic Society. 
7.30-8.45:  Student Government. 
7.30-8.45:  W. A. A. 
6.45-7.45:  Y. M. C. A. 
7.30-8.45:  Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 
6.45-7.45:   Y. W. C. A. 
(       Thursday, Feb.  18 
7.00-8.00: Men's Glee Club. 
7.00-8.00: Cosmos Club. 
7.00-8.15: Outing Club. 
Freshman Debates 
Y. W. C. A. Benefit Bridge. 
Friday, Feb.  19 
6.45-7.45:  Girl's Glee Club. 
Women's  Debate, Little Theatre. 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
Senior  Formal. Chase Hall. 
FOR WEEK, FEBRUARY 22 
(Second & Fourth Weeks of Month) 
Monday, Feb. 22  (Holiday) 
6.45-7.45:  College Choir 
8.00-9.00:  Der Deutscher Verein. 
7.45-9.00:   English   4A   Players. 
Heelers Club. 
7.00-8.00: Phil-Hellenic. 
Sabattus Cabin  Party. 
Thorncrag  Cabin Party. 
Tuesday.  Feb.  23 
6.45-9.00:   Band  Practice   (Fall  and 
Spring). 
7.00-8.15:   La  Petite  Academic. 
7.00-S.00:  Spofford Club. 
Wednesday, Feb. 24 
1.00-1.30:   Bates Student. 
7.45-9.30:   Orphic Society. 
7.30-8.45:  Student Government. 
7.30-8.45:  W. A. A. 
6.45-7.45:  Y. M. C. A. 
7.30-8.45: Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 
6.45-7.45:  Y. W. C. A. 
7.30-8.45:  Men's Politics Club. 
Sophomore Debates. 
Thursday, Feb. 25 
7.0O-S.O0:   Men's Glee Club. 
7.00-8.15: Jordan Scientific Society. 
7.00-8.15:   Lawrance Chemical. 
6.45-8.00:   Ramsdell Scientific. 
S.00-10.00:   Phi  Sigma  Iota. 
Sophomore Debates, 
filee Club at Rumford. 
I Friday, Feb. 2fl 
6.45-7.45:   Women's Glee Club. 
Thorncrag  Party for  Faculty. 
Saturday, Feb. 27 
Winter Sports Meet. 
Dance. 
Other Activities 
Add   to  the  above   lists  activities 
comprising: 
Dramatic rehearsals nearly 
every night; 
Occasional meetings of Delta 
Sigma Rho, and debating prac- 
tice; 
■Meeting of German Honorary 
Society; 
Work at Commons, Fisk 
Dining Hall, or in other build- 
ings; 
Orchestra rehearsals; 
Work  on  Publications  nearly 
every night in the week; 
Student Council  Meetings; 
Student     Government    house 
<meetings; 
Outing Club work constantly; 
Athletics, skating, skiing, and 
recreation periods; 
Y. M. C. A. work, off-campus; 
Trips and visits home; 
Vesper services; 
Vocational suppers; 
And    incidentally,    studies;    and 
there is an almost unbelievable com- 
plexity  to  the activities'    Incumbent 
upon an average student. 
ERC0UE&.ATE 
Inquiring Reporter 
The question asked by the Inquir- 
ing Reporter this week was: Do 
you believe that some degree of 
club consolidation on campus is 
necessary?" 
President Gray- 
It is obvious, that the campus is 
"clubbed" to death—or nearly so. 
The difficult problem is to deter- 
mine just what club or clubs should 
be given euthanasia. Perhaps the 
best solution is to limit the mem- 
bership of the individual student to 
one or two clubs. Too many side- 
shows must not be allowed to de- 
tract from the show going on in the 
big tent, as President Wilson once 
said. 
Harry W. Rowe 
The most adequate test to apply 
to the campus clubs is that of useful- 
ness. Ostensibly designed to supple- 
ment the work of the departments 
and to create a desire for the extra 
learning which a college is expected 
to stimulate, the various groups 
should not strive to give a chance fOr 
office holding or for entertainment. 
Their primary function should be 
that of utility. When they rail to ap- 
proximate reasonably this ideal they 
should 'be allowed to lapse or some- 
thing be substituted in their place. 
I am much Interested in the pre- 
sent study which is being made. 
While It may not realize all the 
hopes of its promoters, if is causes a 
new evaluation of the function and 
service of every separate unit it will 
have been more than worthwhile anfl 
I am quite sanguine that new combi- 
nations or relnterpretatlons can be 
made with great value to all .con- 
cerned. While this is being done, 
would it not be well to have a special 
study made of the problems involved 
in our lack of club activities for 
fresh-men In their second semester? 
Prof.   Myhnnun 
I think it is better to have a few 
large, good clubs that a great num- 
ber of small,  inefficient ones. 
Prof. Zerby 
Yes, I favbr    club    consolidation 
wherever  it  is possible to  simplify 
campus   activities   without   tbe   loss 




By Richard Le Gallieruie 
Happy is the man who loves the 
[woods and waters, 
Brother to the grass, and well- 
[beloved of Pan; 
The earth shall be his, and all her 
[laughing daughters— 
Happy the man. 
Never grows he old, nor shall he 
[taste of sorrow, 
Happy at the day's end as when 
[the day began, 
Yesterday forgotten, unshadowed 
[by tomorrow— 
Happy  the  man. 
Fellowed by the mountains, ne'er 
[his heart is lonely. 
Talked to all day by rivers as they 
[ran. 
The earth is his love, as he who 
[loves one only— 
Happy the man. 
His gossips  are the  stars and  the 
[moon-rise his tavern; 
He who seeks a belter find it if he 
[can— 
And oh, his sweet pillow in the 
[ferny cavern! 
Happy the man. 
:xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
In an article taken from the Uni- 
versity Echo of the University of 
Chattanooga, we learn that the 
numbers on the Dean's list has in- 
creased from 158 to 186. It cannot, 
be that professors are more lax, but 
that college people are more stu- 
dious. 
These three items are among sug- 
gestions made by the co-eds of the 
University of Maine as changes they 
would make if they were president 
of the University. 
1. Why not do as other colleges 
do and make a change in tuition 
with the incoming classes. 
2. If food were cheaper when I 
were president, board would be 
cheaper too. 
3. I'd do this and I'd do that... 
but above everything else I'd forget 
that such things as final examina- 
tions ever existed. 
The co-ed problem, which is a 
delicate one, seems to be handled 
in a sensible and sane way at Stan- 
ford. There it is declared that clos- 
ing, hours should be determined on 
the basis of the health and scholar- 
ship of the individual. 
Because of the current condi- 
tions, professors at Ohio Wesleyan 
have accepted a 10% decrease in 
their salaries in order that the 
University may balance its budget. 
Students here at Bates are doins 
their best by keeping unnecessary 
lights turned off in their rooms anil 
paying an extra  fifty dollars. 
Here is something of a lighter 
mood taken from the Ohio State 
Sun Dial. "Now I know how Dad 
felt when his Country Club was dis- 
banded", said the senior upon 
graduation. 
At B. U. the students have to 
pay 3c a piece for their exam books. 
To counter balance this, they give 
make-up exams for those who 
flunk. And here is another good 
point, there the exams are only two 
hour ones, not three hour exams to 
be completed in two and one half 
hours. 
Headlines of the Vermont Cynic 
inform us that 3.9% of the entire 
student body of all academic col- 
leges has been dropped because of 
scholastic failings. This compares 
favorably with the 5.5% of student 
failures last year. Thank the de- 
pression  for  this. 
Back to B. U. again and exams— 
But really, just what is accom- 
plished by them? They may mako 
the coffee market pick up, but when 
they are so taxing as to cause 
seven colds to faint in the same 
afternoon the health of the student 
body is being broken to say the 
least. 
Here is a chance to win a prizo in 
sculpture. Pack snow and ice into 
the likeness of a moderately sized 
dinosour. These are the measure- 
ments as they were during the Tri- 
assic and Cretaceous: length 47 
feet, head 4 feet wide, claws 8 feet, 
a knee joint 6 feet above the 
ground. The Chi Phi artists at Am- 
hearst illuminated theirs by spot 
lights. 
A considerable stir arose on the 
Columbia University campus thin 
week by a paper in the "contem- 
porary civilization" course written 
by Miss Ruth Reed which stressed 
the need for some forms of unions 
to replace marriage. 
Yale authorities are having their 
troubles too. It seems that the 
editors of the Yale Record cannot 
sell their publication, so they invite 
hoped-to-be subscribers down in 
their cellar, and give them a year's 
subscription to the paper with every 
bottle of beer sold. 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
The Nc ote-Book 
Of An Editor 
XXXXXXXJ 
"So if a man's wit be wandering, 
let him study mathematics; for in 
demonstrations, if his wit be called 
away never so little, he must begin 
ag*in" —Bacon. 
"Only a philosopher-king Is fit to 
guide a nation. —Plato. 
Where there is no strife there is 
decay. The mixture which is not 
shaken decomposes."     -^Heraclitus. 
"To know what to ask Is already 
to know half." —Will Durant. 
"Architecture is frozen music 




The Junior girls of Frye Street 
Heuse held an all-day cabin party 
on Monday, February 22. Winter 
sports were held on the plateau in 
the afternoon. The chaperones were 
Mr. and Mrs. Quimby. Those attend- 
ing were: Dorothy Penney, Eliza- 
beth Lord. Dagmar Augustinus. 
Marion Hayes, Marjorie Boothby, 
Rosamond Melcher, Frances Brack- 
ett. Charlotte Cutts, Evelyn Rolfe, 
Ruth Benham, Theresa Buck, Al- 
bert Oliver, Bernard Drew, Edward 
Emery, Richard Secor, Kenneth 
White, Randolph Weatherbee, John 
Curtis, Richard Tuthill, Hollis 
Greenlaw, Edward Wilmot and 
Kenneth Nichols. 
CLUB_NOTES 
In the meeting of Phi Sigma Iota. 
Thursday, the 17th, Mildred Vining 
spoke on the French in Syria; Pro- 
fessor Bertocci on the French in the 
Malay Peninsula; and Bertha Crit- 
chell gave a sketch of Montesquieu, 
and his relation to the American 
Declaration of Independence. 
Miss Dora Etta Roberts, dietician 
of Fiske dining hall, addressed the 
Ramsdell Scientific Society, Thurs- 
day, the 17th. on the subject of 
Dietetics. 
The next meeting of the Lawrence 
Chemical Society, Thursday, the 
25th, will consist of a burlesque 
Chemical play, "A Lecture on Wa- 
ter". Willis Fnrtwengler has charge 
of the program. 
The Men's and the Women's Glee 
Club, and the Little Symphony or- 
chestra will leave for Rumford. 
Maine next Thursday, the 25th of 
February. 
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Portland Sports Columnist 
Criticizes Student's Editorial 
Edi^'s ™ote: The following comment on an editorial -bid. 
appeared in The Student last week is written by Ned Lehan rn ht 
column The Lowdown" for the Portland Evening Express Wenrint 
this columnist's opinion, not because we entirely agree with him Sr 
believe that he has correctly interpreted The Stud!ntfs ditorial but 
because it does set forth a viewpoint well-worth conSderSl 
* *     e     <t     * s' 
THE LATEST EDITION    OF THE BATP«* <,„ ,    , , ■ 
editorJaUy! Re& Z case pf^SP^S^S iffSg 
os  £^ «*M«d of the many fine trackmen who' haVbeen 
'  U   ,,.n,, *fW!St?.n n!st,tuti(m- The editorial touches upon the 
deep regard an which the brilliant half miler is held by all those 
who know lnm, especially by campus associates prior to his -radua- 
tion last June; it regretfully relates the disappointbg performance 
Ossie f&ve in his one and only appearance of the Winter traek season 
thus tar and attributes his poor showing to unsuitable training fa- 
milies and the resulting lack of practice; the editorial finally makin" 
the somewhat startling suggestion that Chapman return tu Bates for 
the remainder of the college year or else, through the assistance of 
some intluential Bates alumnus, secure employment in Boston "where 
he might work and train under adequate coaching on an adeouate 
track tor the sole purpose of physically fitting himself to make the 
American Olympic team this Summer. 
WITHOUT WISHING TO WIN FROM BATES undergraduates 
any such popularity as Percy Baxter did for having suggested in 
substance that the college color be changed from Garnet to Red I 
nevertheless, would take exceptions to several bits of reasoning on 
the part of the editorial writer. But first let me mention that F am 
a keen admirer of Chapman's running prowess ami sincerely wish 
that he might represent the United States at Los Angeles m'xl Au- 
gust Provided more important factors do not interfere witli Chap- 
man s entering exacting training, the end sought bv the editorial is 
not without merit but m its presentation, it smacks too loudly of 
■selfishness on the part of Bates. Tt sounds as if Ossie should feel 
obligated to "carry on," regardless of his own future or welfare in 
order that Bate College might further bask in the reflected glory of 
what achievements he might attain on an Olympic traek. 
* *    *    *    • 
"WE STAND WAITING," SAYS THE EDITORIAL in part, "to 
see that powerful surge of bronzed muscle that we remember so 
well, carrying Ossie to glory, and carrying us with him. Yes, carry- 
ing us with him. for Ossie no longer belongs to himself ; irrevocably 
hi has bound himself to us; we have invested in his future, and we 
;innot stand by without speaking a word while that future vanishes 
/ike a will-o'-the-wisp at dawn." Reading such "die for dear oli 
Bates" stuff, one cannot but appreciate the influence that round the 
world tour (even by remote control) has had upon those who cam" 
iifter. Can you not visualize the forensic setting and a young man 
THE BATES STl'DENT. WEDNESDAY. VK11R11A MY U, VJ.V2 PAGE   THREF 
bta^jSX f, '', he,ateiiIy P«*¥"» "Pssie no longer belongs to 
nmselt irrevocably he has bound himself to us." Please, gentlemen 
1 ask oi you to remember that it is all the bunk. 
*    •    »    »    * 
IT MAY BE THAT I MISUNDERSTAND THE true purpose of 
a college education. I narrowly missed matriculating    at Bates and 
severaJ years later. I again narrowly missed being made an honorary 
iT? to   ,ts dass of 71. or it may have been '83. at the instigation 
| oi .tack Spratt Perhaps had either occurred. I would have a different 
siant on what four years of higher learning really stands for    Per- 
haps one is actually indebted to his Alma Mater for life. Many college 
graduates, I know, prompted by that fraternal urge to renew old ac- 
quaintances, go back at commencements.    Such reunions are all right 
in their way but they are generally pretty flat as far as sober con- 
versation goes: that is for all those except egotists. For such   it is 
ton at this tune might lead to the A. A. U. charging him with com- 
mercializing his athletic ability. If Chapman really wants to enter 
supervised training without loss of his position or standing, why 
doesn't some influential Bates alumnus arrange for his early afternoon 
dismissal from the Providence bank in which he is employed to per 
mil his working out with the Brown University squad on tracks, both 
indoors and out. fully as fine as those which either Lewiston or Bos- 
ton, excluding only Harvardd's cinder oval, offers .' 
great to clasp the hand of the renowned athlete, whose popularity 
J ou secretly envied back in those pre-sheepskin days ami tell him iii 
a modest sort of manner, what a big figure vou are in your own 
community today. He also will be interested to learn about the wife 
and kiddies. As you onee silently envied him his exalted campus 
inch.-, you now graciously refrain from asking if he wears his lettered 
sweater to work. 
• •    •    •    » 
WHAT WE CANNOT UNDERSTAND IS why anyone should 
seriously suggest that Chapman or anyone else should forfeit a year 
to return to college or change positions simply to devote himself to an 
Olympic team. .Such an idea is the closest to overemphasis of athletics 
that has come to our attention. For four years. Ossie made the "old 
college try" for Bates to win acclaim for both himself and the college 
he represented. If now. he wishes to retire from competition and de- 
vote himself to the far more serious task of making his way in the 
world, why isn't he entitled to do so.' As .me of the world's fastest 
half milers when at the peak of condition, some may argue that it is 
his patriotic duty to make the effort. 
ONE FORM OF ANSWERING THAT PLEA is to recall, as 
well as memory permits, the words of George Rogers Clark: "When 
Virginia wanted i sword. I gave her one; now when I want bread. 
she gives me a sword." (Pardon the oratorical outburst on my own 
part, I gol that way from rooming with a Bates debater.) Joey Bay 
can't eat the medals he has won. so the last heard of him he was 
staggering around in a marathon dance pitifully seeking a $1000 
prize. Though discredited for having innocently enough accepted 
money. .Jim Thorpe, the greatest all around athlete the world has 
ever produced, was reduced to digging ditches for a living. And as a 
test, how many can name off hand the only American flat race win- 
ner at the 1028 Olympics.' Fame is a fleeting thing. 
• •    •    *    • 
WE AGREE WITH THE EDITORIAL WRITER in his con- 
tention that training for track in the evening, after a days' work, 
leaves much to be desired. It is difficult, however, to discover any 
oilier sensible way if Chapman personally retains any desire to try 
for the Olympics. His return to Bates for five months."even as a post 
graduate, would be to place an enormous value upon the chance of 
his winning his event at the Olympics. To shift to a position in Bos- 
Bates Puckmen Defeat 
Wildcat Aggregation 
In Torrid 4-3 Tussle 
With Capt. Ray McCluskey and 
Ken White, substituting for Dick 
Secor. leading the attack Bates came 
from behind after the game had 
seemed hopelessly lost, to win their 
second game this season from New 
Hampshire University by a score of 
4 to 3. 
HeMiiiaii starts as Goalie 
Heldman starting his first vanity 
gani? in the cage for Bates, eeemed 
rather tense at finst, and New Hamp- 
shire took advantage of his inexperi- 
ence to score in the first two minu- 
tes of play. However. Heldman war- 
med up to his task as the game pro- 
gressed and turned in some scintil- 
lating goal tending to ward off sever-i 
al seemingly sure goals from N.-H.- 
V. sticks. New Hampshire has a fast 
skating rugged crew of puckmen 
who were always very much in the 
running until the very last bell of 
the gatne. 
After Ray McCluskey tied the 
score on a rebound in the first pe- 
riod, action came fast and furious 
finally culminating in another tally 
for New Hampshire when Hanley 
lifted a shot from a scrimmage in 
front of the Bate* cane which drifted 
over  Heldman's  head into the cage. 
Offensive Functions well 
In the third period, the Garnet of- 
fense came into its own and diminu- 
tive Ken White opened the scoring 
shortly after the bell with a hard 
shot from scrimmage that finally pe- 
netrated Wark's defense. Though as 
the .period gradually drew to a close. 
Ben White tied the count with a low 
hard shot into the corner of the cage 
following a solo down the ice. 
The winning goal was scored by 
Ray McCluskey in the first overtime 
period on a rebound which Wark 
did'nt see. New Hampshire battled 
furiously  to  pull  the  loss  back  Into 
Third   Period 
1   lite   '.-crimmage)  3.06 
11.   Wii.te   (iKiaissisted)   11.30 
l-'irsi  Overtime • 
Kay  McGInekey   (rebound)   2.00 
Second Overtime 
Xu score 
Penalties—Berry (tripping), Pen- 
ley (tripping). Penley (roughing) 
Swett    (check).      Riley    (roughing). 
a tie at least, but all attennps availed   Swi  t (tripping), M.Swaney (check) 
little     against   the     air-tisht   Camel   R    MeCluekey   (tripping). 
derense with    Heldman    performing      Referees, Limlquist. Simpson. 
good service in the goal after finally       Time, three 20'a and two five min- 
oecoming acclimated to the position.' ■„ nes 
RBW HAMPSHIRE BATES 
Penley, Sweetser. Batchelder, rw 
lw, Ken Whire.  Rugg,   Feat on I 
Partridge. Abbe. Novak. rw 
rw, Ray MeCluskey, MoCluekeyl 
Riley. HcSwanejr c      cMurphy, s 
Hanley. Id rd B( rry, S >l,a 
White rd n  White 
^ark R g Heldman 
Score. Bales 4. New Hampshire U- 
nivereity 3. 
Firs! Period 
Penley  < unassisted I   1.36 
Ray McCluckcy.   (Vebound)   4.06 
Hanley  (unassisted)   11.00 
Second  Period 
Riley (pass from Hanley)  13.00 
TUFTS COLLEGE 
DENTAL SCHOOL 
Founded   1900 
COLIFCE men and women—prepare for a pro- 
of  wMeninc interest and  opportunity. 
K'xrni   i.^fMrch   hat   enlarged   the   scope   of 
• >f (!enti«itry.   The field demands. 
:'ian   ever  before,   men   and   women   of 
' r<!   bv   superior   training.    Such 
: Tufts College Dental School offers to 
lentS.   School  opens on  September 29, 
IW2.  On catalog may guide you in choosing 
•IT.   F«T information address— 
1 KM   l(u.p.  D.M.D..   ScD..  Deam 
116  l( nt'uigtoti  Avenue Boston,  Mas*. 
Frocks for D 
in IKI 
f A   N  C   E 
INNER 
COLLEGIATE   GEEPFON   CLOTHES   FOR 




100-111   Lisbon   St., 
CORTELL'S Lewiston,  Maine. 
Hecker-Franson  Needlecraft Shop 
WE   SPECIALIZE  IN 
Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework 
Instructions Free 79  LISBON  ST.,   LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
Say it with Ice Cream 
QEORQE A. ROSS 
Bates   1904 ELM   STREET 
99 
etter 
UKE TO HEAR A REALLY 
COOD RADIO PROGRAM? 
© Tonight . . . tune in on the 
Chesterfield broadcast at 10:30 
Eastern Standard Time and 
ii MeD 10 music by Nat ShilkreCs 
(Ircliestra and Alex Gray, popu- 
lar baritone. It's on the Colum- 
bia Network every night, except 
Sunday. 
0 Tm sort of restless... always on the look- 
out for something that hits the old taste 
spot. . . and clicks! But I've noticed that 1 
never get tired of Chesterfields. They always 
taste better to me. 
"That can't be an accident. It stands to 
reason ... a cigarette that always tastes 
better . . . has got to be made better. You 
know what I mean . . . purer materials . . . 
more up-to-date ways of working. I'm will- 
ing to bet that's why my last Chesterfield of 
the day is as mild and satisfying as the first!' 
Compliments of 
















M   ANNOUNCEMENTS     G 
Y E 
Expense   should   not   lie   considered   for   Quality   Productio 2 
Merrill & Webber Co. 
Bookbinders Printers       —       Paper Rolen       - 
Office and Plant 
95-9!) MAIN  STREET,  AUBURN,  MAINE. 
(3   FLOORS  OF   MODERN   EQl'Il'MENT) 
QEO.  V. TURQEON & CO. 
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches 
DIAMONDS 
80 LISBON  STREET, 
WATCHES 
LEWISTON   MAINE. 
THEY'RE   MILDER  •   • THEY'RE  PURE  •  • THEY   TASTE  BETTER 
01932, UGCSTTA-MYBIS TOBACCO CO.    ___ .  ...   
• • They £aZi4fy 
COLLEGE PHARMACY 
Where the Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE     AND     FOUNTAIN     SEBVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS   COMPOUNDED 
COLLEGE AND SABATTUS 6TB1 Telephone 3694 
Compliments   of 
New   Method   Dye   Works 
Paul  Carpenter 
11   West   Parker 
CLEANING and PRESSING 
TEL.   3620 
MOST      COMPLETE      AND      UP-TO-DATE 
Luggage  Store East of Boston 
Fogg's  Leather  Store 
1S8   MAIN   ST., LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
Upholstery — Draperies 
Window Shades 
J. K. CAMPBELL 
_. 37 54   Sabattns   Street 
Tel.   3172 LEWISTON 
DISTINCTIVE 
—, ^OTCJGRAPHV 
11   > 
^WLPLUMMER 
. 
For GOOD CLOTHES and 
FURNISHINGS 
WHEELER CLOTHING CO, 
Cor.  MAIN and  MIDDLE   STS. 
Special   discount   given   to   colleKo   students 
THE   BEST   IN   TOWN 
FOR   MOM EN   AND   MEN 
BILL, The Barber 
CHASE    HALL 
Two Best Places To Eat—at 
BILL  WHITE'S 
and  Home 
Steaks,   Chops   and   Home   Made   Pies 
All   Spurt   News   by   Radios   While   You   Eat 
Bates   Street, Lewiston,   Maine. 
CRONIN   &   ROOT 
SELL 
GOOD   CLOTHES 
140   LISBON    STREET,        XjAjyjxax'ct 
LEWISTON 
16^ 
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BOWDOIN WINS CLASS B 
UNIVERSITY CLUB GAMES 
ADAMS-McLAUGHLIN STAR 
Bates Quarter-Miler   Comes  From  Behind   to 
Overtake Springfield Runner on Anchor Leg 
of Mile Relay ; Brings Tremendous 
Ovation ; Bates Third 
By   THOMAS   MUSGK.iVK 
Two state of Maine runners. 
Arnold Adams of Hates, and R, S. 
McLaughlin of Bowdoin featured 
the first annual intercollegiate 
track and field meet held at the 
Boston Garden last Saturday night 
under the auspices of the University 
Club. 
It fell  to the lot of Adams, lithe, 
smooth   striding   Garnet   junior     to' 
pull   an   apparently     beaten     Bates 
one-mile relay team to victory after 
overcoming     a     seemingly        insur- 
mountable lead of 2.") yards, and  re- 
ceive one of the greatest ovations in 
Boston     track  history.     The     other i 
down-East      runner.        McLaughlin. I 
equalled  Monty  Well's world  record [ 
for the  45 yard  high  hurdles a  few 
moments   before. 
Maine  CoDeCM   Battle 
Hani in Glass B 
The four Maine colleges battled, 
hard for the places in the Class B 
competition, and Bowdoin captured 
high honors with 43% points, 
Maine was second with 35, and 
Bates brought up third with 27. I 
Colby was fouth with 22 points, and 
the remainder were scattered be- 
tween Amherst, Wesleyan, Norwich, 
Rhode Island, B. U.f and Worcester 
Tech. 
Place  winners     for     Bates     were 
Sampson,   third,     and   Billy     Knox, ] 
fifth in the broad jump;   Knox sec-; 
ond   in  the  dash;   Jack   Eaton   fifth ' 
in  the  hurdles;  Whitten,  first,  Cole, i 
third,  and   Donald   Smith,   '34,   fifih 
in  the  1000;     and  Sampson,     John 
Lary,  Clayton   Hall,     and     Adams, 
(bird in the relay. 
Among the individual winners; 
for Bowdoin were McLaughlin, who 
tied the record of several years 
standing; Charlie stanwood, second. 
in the hurdles and the high jump: 
and Galbraith who heaved the 35 
pound weight over 50 feet, and 
once over 53 feet, but he fouled. 
Bowdoin     was   particularly     slrong 
with  a  team  balanced  over the  ten 
events. 
Robinson  Gets   Two   Firsts 
Larry Robinson starred for Colby 
with firsts in the broad jump and 
the high jump, the latter at 5 feet 
11  3-8 inches. 
Means, who rosed out Billy Knox 
in a blanket finish of the dash, and 
Alley in the weights were outstand- 
ing for Maine, besides her relay 
team of Moulton, Timberlake, Wen- 
dell, and Pendleton, which captured 
the time  prize. 
.Adams   Superb   in   Itolay 
The relay was the most thrilling 
event on the card. As a tribute to 
her runners. Bates was sent against 
Springfield, a class A team. Samp- 
son, who was running his first race 
on boards, led off, and ran well for 
l wo laps. He tied up on the third, 
and handed the baton to Lary 10 
yards behind. Lary ran a fine leg in 
52 3-5 seconds, made up in yard- 
age, and started Clayton Hall off 
at the heels of the Gymnast runner. 
Hall bad been Bates' second fastest 
man in practice, and had plenty 
confidence. Too much, however, for 
he attempted to pass the other run- 
ner on a corner, and fell heavily, 
and dropped the baton. It was fully 
five seconds before he had regained 
the track, but his fall had been 
severe, and he started Adams off in 
the van by 25 yards. The New Eng- 
land Intercollegiate quarter mile 
champion, yet to be reckoned, 
shouldered the tremondous burden, 
as the spectators settled back to 
witness a race virtually won. He 
raced hard from the start, and cut 
down the lead gradually. 
On the last lap he overhauled 
Anderson with a terrific spurt, and 
broke the tape ten yards ahead as 
the crowd rose, and cheered him 
repeatedly. His time was 49 seconds 
flat, run over a three lap course, 
and is the fastest Indoor quarter 
ever run  in  Boston. 
Maine with 3:33 3-5 was award- 
ed first, and Bates, third, with 3:35 
1-5. With the five seconds lost by 
Hall, Bates would have been doubt- 
less under 3:30 as Coach Thompson 
had expected. 
Norman Whitten led the two mile 
from the start, and lapped all but 
four of a large field. Sumner Ray- 
mond, '34, who had been practising 
less than a week, fought hard, and 
clinched fifth. 
Jellison   Has   Best    Time   In   "lOOO"; 
The 1000 was run in two heats. 
Russell Jellison won easily in the j 
first in 2:20 1-5. and was awarded 
best time. Norman Cole was nipped 
at the tape by Usher of Bowdoin. 
but his 2:29 3-5 gave him third. 
Ray Thompson is as pleased with 
the running of Donald Smith, "34, 
as with any other part of the meet. 
Smith hung to Cole tenaciously, 
throughout ,and finished a good 
fifth. i 
Means  of   Maine   nosed   out   Billy: 
Knox,   who   was   considered   the   fa-! 
vorite by some,  in a  hair-line finish 
of  the  dash. 
Jack   Eaton,     another  sophomore, 
in  his  first  competition  this  season, 
and  his   first  on   boards,  took  fifth | 
in  the high  hurdles. 
In the broad jump. Clarence Samp- j 
son  leaped     over     21   feet     to  land' 
third   place  and   lead   his  teammate 
Knox,  who picked up the odd point. 
4.->-IIigh  Hurdles Glass It 
Filial heat—Won by McLaughlin. 
Bowdoin; second. Stanwood. Bow- 
doin; third. Allen. Bowdoin; fourth, 
Nash, Amherst; fifth, Eaton. Bates. 
Time—5 4-5s. (Equals world's re- 
cord.) 
50-Yard  Dash, (lass   B—Colleges 
Final heat- Won by Means, 
Maine; second. Knox. Bates; third, 
Walker. Bowdoin: fourth, Stebbins, 
Amherst; fifth, Hickok, Bowdoin. 
Time—5   4-5s. 
Field Brents 
Running borad jump, class B 
Won by Robinson, Colby: second. 
Ode!!. Wesleyan; third, Sampson, 
Bates; fourth, Briggs, Bowdoin; 
fifth, Knox, Bates. Distance—21 ft. 
9  5-8  in. 
35-pound  weight   throw—Won   by 
Galbraith.   Bowdoin;    second,   Perk- 
ins,   Colby;      third.   Alley,      Maine; j 
fourth.   Rhoades,   Colby;   fifth,   Dex-j 
ter   Colby.   Distance—50ft.     10   3-8 
in. 
Shotput—Won   by   Alley.   Maine; ! 
second.   Larson.      Bowdoin;      third. 
Stinchfield.  Colby;   fourth,  Lemaine, . 
Norwich;   fifth.   Adams,   It.   U.   Dis-! 
tance—4 3ft.  3-8  in. 
Two-mil erun. Class B—Won by 
Whittum,   Bates;      second.      Booth. | 
Maine:    third.   Levander,   Bowdoin; 
fourth.  Gunning,  Maine;   fifth,  Ray- 
monw.   Bates.   Time—10m.,   2s. 
1099-Yard  Bun,  Glass  A Colleges 
One-mile college relay—Won by 
Bowdoin (Allen, Gray, Gatchell, 
Hickok); second. Amherst: third. 
University of New Hampshire. Time 
■—Sm.  35s. 
One-mile, Class B—Final relay. 
Class B (decided on time)—Won 
by Maine; second. Bowdoin; third. 
Bates; fourth, Colby; fifth, Wor- 
cester P.  I. 
1000-yard run. Class B colleges. 
First heat—Won by Jellison. Bates; 
second, Sewall, Bowdoin; third, 
Corrterl, B. U.; fourth, Shaw, 
Maine: fifth. Burton, Bowdoin. 
Time—2m.,  20  l-5s. 
Second heat—Won by Usher, 
Bowdoin: second. Cole, Bates: 
third. Smith. Bates; fourth, Blank, 
Conn. Aggricultural; fifth, Hunt, 
Colby.  Time—2m.  24  2-5s. 
Final (decided on time)—Won 
by Jellison. 
Pole Vault: W. F. Hathaway. 
Maine, 12' 6"; tie for second, F. 'J. 
Webb, Maine; J. C. VanSchenk, 
Amherst. 
High Jump: L. B. Robinson. Col- 
by. 5' 11 3-8"; tie for second, O. F. 
Stanwood, F. G. Webb. Maine, 5' 
9"; tie for fifth, R. S. McLaughlin, 
Bowdoin, C. F. Hill, Bowdoin, R. 
K.  Beebe,  Wesleyan,  5' 7". 
New Tennis Courts 
On Gymnasium Floor 
Allow Earlv Practice 
The varsity tennis squad now has 
the opportunity to start practice 
about two months earlier than other 
years by the addition of an indoor 
court recently marked out along 
the  length  of  the gymnasium  floor. 
Tliis court will be of much value 
to the raquet-wielders who have had 
to adapt their 'practice schedules 
according to the condition of the 
outdoor courts in the spring. Owing 
to the many classes and activities 
that take place regularly in the 
gymnasium, the use of this court is 
restricted to varsity tennis men 
only. Regular schedules for sessions 
have already been assigned to the 
members of the squad by Captain 
("lif Jacobs, to be held only in morn- 
ing hours. 
:o:  
As Wally Walrus, the clever B. 
U. columnist says—Don't trip over 
the wolf when you go out, please." 
4K 
'ED' 
_ Copr.. IMS, 
The American Tobicco Co. 
// Now I use LUCKIES only // 
POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL 
Sue Carol's wealth was a hin- 
drance rather than a help. Holly- 
wood thought she was ritzy, but 
Sue soon proved she was a "regu- 
lar guy" ... she made 14 pictures 
her very first year... her latest 
Is UNIVERSALS "GRAFT." She 
has reached for a LUCKY for two 
years. Not a farthing was paid 
for those kind words. That's 
white of you. Sue Carol. 
"I have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pic- 
tures, but it was not until I smoked LUCKIES that I dis- 
covered the only cigarettes that did not irritate my throat. 
Now I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of 
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily 
is grand." 
64 Irs toasted" 
Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough 
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh 
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip 
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks. 
By PARKER MANX 
The Martindale Country Club, in 
annual session, voted to fix at $350 
a year the blanket fee under which 
Bates Students may ,play at Martin- 
dale. The original fee was $100. and 
this was increased to $150. 
A recently published article des- 
cribed the vote as an attempt to 
"freeze out" Bates Students, and in 
view of this one should consider 
a statement from Stanley B. Att- 
wood, president of the Country Club. 
According to Pres. Attwood, the 
fee was arrived at by a check on re- 
gistration of student players during 
the past season. Discounting all fall 
play, the spring season alone, com- 
puted at three days a week for nine 
weeks, with an average of eight 
players a day, would mem a fee of 
$432 for 1932 when the greens fee 
will be $2 a day. 
As stated, this does not take into 
account play during the fall months 
which would increase the charge 
materially if it were figured on the 
basis of the regular fee. 
It will be realized that the Martin- 
dale course, having only nine holes, 
is somewhat congested. There were 
protests that college players crowded 
the course, *ut this also would be 
true of any transient players. There 
was the further -criticism that stu- 
dent players damaged the course, 
and while this might be true to some 
extent, it was not a governing factor. 
Had it been, the club would have 
voted against granting permission 
under   a   blanket  fee  arrangement. 
It might be well to state that one 
objectionable feature, that of several 
students playing with equipment for 
only one player, was remedied speed- 
ily by the students themselves at re- 
quest of the country club. Also, that 
the registration was not begun as a 
check on the number of players, but 
rather because non-students were 
taking advantage of the agreement 
between Bates and  Martindale. 
Pres. Attwood's statement, he 
made it plain, is not to be construed 
as argumentative. Whether or not 
Bates feels it good policy to renew 
it's agreement and whether or not 
it's athletic associations' budgets 
can take care of this charge are for 
Bates  to  decide. 
In the event there is.no blanket 
fee arrangement, the same privileges 
will be extended Bates undergra- 
duates as are given other transient 
players. The greens fee will be $2 a 
day. It might be of interest to some 
to know that the non-resident fee is 
$25 a year. 
The results of an interview with 
Pres. Stanley B. Attwood of the 
Martindale iCountry ClU'b would 
make it seem that Bates Students 
are to be denied the privilege again 
this year of using the local nine- 
hole course. The Bates Athletic As- 
sociation will be unable to pay the 
$200 advance in the blanket fee that 
has been determined by the Martin- 
dale officials, and with that as a de- 
finite statement, the only possibility 
left is that the students who are de- 
votees of this sport make some move 
of their own in an attempt to gain 
the use of the Martindale course a- 
gain. 
For the past two years, the sum 
of $150 has been secured both from 
the Men's Athletic Association and 
the Women's. As far as it is known 
at present, this same amount, to co- 
ver the special Bates blanket fee, 
would have .been secured in like 
manner this year. The remaining 
$200 will then of necessity be raised 
from the.student body. The Athletic 
Dept. of the Bates Student, during 
the next two weeks will circulate a 
petition throughout the various dor- 
mitories in an attemps to ascertain 
how many students on both sides of 
the campus would in all probability 
play at Martindale at least once du- 
ring the spring season, iln the event 
that the names of seventy-five of the 
men. and twenty-five of the women 
students are secured a pledge from 
each to pay two dollars, (the regu- 
lar transient fee at Martindale) 
would secure the privilege for every 
Bates Student to play as often as 
desired, respecting of course the 
special regulations pertaining to the 
use of the course in holidays and 
Sundays. 
The four Maine colleges had a de- 
cided monopoly on first places and 
total scorings at the modified New 
Englands. The unexpected strength 
of Bowdoin in the state meet last 
May was displayed again as the 
Magee-men garnered 43% points 
during the afternoon and evening. 
Galbraith and LMcLaughlin were out- 
standing performers. It is fairly safe 
to predict that all hurdle races at 
the next meeting of the four colleges 
will be exhibitions and nothing more. 
Adams time of 49 seconds for his 
leg of the relay is something for 
the experts to mill over In predict- 
ing future performances. The fleet 
junior ran one of the most sensa- 
tional quarters ever witnessed in the 
Boston  Garden. 
In the Athletic Journal for Febru- 
ary 1932, two Bates stars are recog- 
nized on the College Track & Field 
Honor Roll. Ossie 'Chapman's time of 
1:51:5 for the half mile was almost 
two seconds better than the next 
time of 1:13:3 and within one-tenth 
of a second of the world's record. 
Arne Adams ran the sixth fastest 
quarter mile in the country last 
spring. His race on Garcelon Field 
at the New England Inter-collegiate 
was the fastest in the East. 
:o: _ 
The Picaroon of The Massachu- 
setts Collegian says that "the rule 
prohibiting roller skating on the 
sidewalks has been abolished that 
Austins may be prevented from 
falling into the pits 0f the road 
way. 
Bates-Bowdoin 
Continued from Page 1 
on him. He put in a busy afternoon. 
Bilodeau. defenseman of Bowdoin, 
also played a skilful game, coolly 
breaking up Bates attacks which 
seemed  destined to score. 
The game was speedy, and hotly 
contested throughout, and there were 




McLachlen, Daking lw 
rw Secor, K.  White 
Robbins-  Rosenfeld  c 
c Murphy, Swett 
RichardiBon.  Billings  rw 
lw Ray MoCluskey, McCluskey 
Kenney, Kimbal Id . . rd Berry, Soha 
Bilodeau rd      Id White 
Haskell g      g  Flynn 
Score:   Bates   6:   Bowdoin   5. 
First Period 
Secor—rebound 6.00. 
Ken  White—pass  Swett 6.45. 
Rosenfeld—unassisted   10.15. 
Ray McCluskey—scrimmage 17.15. 
Secor—pass McCluskey 17.55. 
McLaclen—Unassisted 19.55. 
Second Period 
'Robbins—unassisted   9.00 
Third Period 
McLachlen—unassisted  2.14. 
Kimball—unassisted    9.00. 
Berry—unassisted   19.IS. 
First Overtime 
White—unassisted  4.36. 
Second Overt one 
No score. 
Penalties. Swett (tripping); R0_ 
senfeld (tripping): Murphy (fight- 
ing); McLachlen (fighting); Bilo- 
deau (tripping); Kimbal (check); 
Richardson  (tripping);  Swett (light'. 
ing). 
Referee, Lindquist. Brooks. 
Time, three 20 minute periods, two 
five minute overtimes. 
It has been reported that during 
mid-years the girls at Columbia 
University wore mesh stockings 
with cribs written on their legs. Of 
course they got by with this mod- 
ernistic way of cheating, for what 
could a professor say? By the time 
finals come watch the men appear 
with   fish-net  socks  on. 
'Now with 'Disarmament Confer- 
ences. Peace Pacts, and Arbitration 
Board going on. Military majors 
are cramming for their exams. 
HOT TOASTED  SANDWICHES 
Pastry    and    Hot   Coffee 
at our  Fountain 
Jordan's Drug Store 
ON   THE   COBNEB 
51  COLLEGE STREET 
Good Clothing 
Good Furnishing 
POPULAR   PRICES 
Haskell & Hopkins 
27    LISBON    STREET 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
44 Bates St. Geo  E. Sehmi.lt 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Bumford—Farmlngton 
f.T   Lewiston— 
7 45   AM.   12.35   P.M.,   4.25   P.M. 
Lv   Hum ford— 
7 35   A.M..   12.25   P.M.,   4.15   P.M. 
t.»   r'nrniintrtnn— 
7 Mil  A.M.   12.20   P.M.,  4.10  P.M 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred C. McKenney 
64  Sabattus  Street 
CITIES   oBBVtOI   GASOLINE 
and   LUBRICATING   OILS 
WASHING and GREASING 
Nearest      Gasoline      Station      to      College 
We   can   show   you   a   varied   selection  of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 




50   LISBON   STREET 
Lrw'ston.   Maine 
+• 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
FLANDERS 
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes 
i2  COURT   STBEBT AUBURN,   MAINE 
RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of 
Canvas and Rubber Footwear 
LEWIS! ON  RUBBER  COMPANY 
LEWISTON AUGUSTA 
Israel Winner Arthur  "Gillf  Dnmal.      INSURED     CABS 
TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI 
24 Hour Service Tor Beal Courteous  Service 25 Cents Local Rat« 
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main StreeP 
-LEWISTON    MAINI 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUR     SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP 
3 Minutes from the Campus 
PEOPLES  SHOE SHOP 
Tlie  Moccanin  House 
33    SABATTUS    STREET 
DEALER   IB   HIGH   GRADE   MOCCASINS, 
  TENNIS   SHOES   AND  RUBBERS 
SHOES  REPAIRED AND  RECONDITIONED TO  LOOK  LIKE   NKW 
R* W. CLARK   ***** druggist 
PRESCRIPTIONS  A  SPECIALTY 
Also,   APOLLO   CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON MAINE 
"A Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
GOOGIN 
FUEL CO. 
COAL and WOOD 
,..   «      1801 Phones 
114   Bates   Street 
LEWISTON 
1800 
07   Elm   Street 
AUBURN 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC   MEMORIALS 
James P. Murphy  Co. 
6 to  10 Bates  St.,  LEWISTON. 
Telephone  4634-R 
Lewiston Shoe Hospital 
7    SABATTUS   ST. 
We   Specialize   In -- 
REPAIRING   LOTUS   SHOES 
Agents,   Plotica   and   Hayden 
11  Roger  Williama n 
